TECHNICAL SPECS
1.85:1
Digital Capture
Arri Alexa
Zeiss Ultra Prime
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A swordsman travels through the thick forest of northern Britain in The Darkest Day.

I

Capturing Vikings with
Canon’s C300
By Mark Hope-Jones

Set in northern Britain in the year
A.D. 793, The Darkest Day follows the journey of a young monk, Hereward (Marc Pickering), who must deliver a cherished holy
book to safety against a backdrop of
lawlessness, pagan sects and pursuing
Viking marauders. Directed by Chris Crow,
the film was shot by Alex Metcalfe, whose
credits include the features The Refuge
(2003) and Playing Burton (2011). The
Canon EOS C300 was released just prior to
Darkest Day’s 18-day shoot, and AC recently
spoke with Metcalfe about his experiences
using the new camera on this micro-budget
action film.
American Cinematographer :
What led you to choose the C300 for
this film?
Alex Metcalfe: As with most independent films, our budget was very low. A
period piece requires a lot of costume and
makeup, so the camera department’s
budget shrank and shrank. We were shooting 12-hour days at the beginning of the
American Cinematographer

year without any movie lights, so all the
scenes were set during the day or at dusk or
were shot day-for-night. I knew I needed a
camera that would give me decent results
in low light at the darker end of the day,
and the C300’s base sensitivity is 850 ASA.
It’s a compressed format rather than a raw
format; it compresses in-camera at 4:2:2,
and you can’t get out of that. But for me,
cinematography is not really about a clean
image; it’s more about offering up a picture
that people can get drawn into, and resolution is not necessarily the biggest part of
that. The C300 allowed us to move quickly
and get into little spaces that other cameras
couldn’t have, so it opened up creative
options that, I think, will give the viewer a
much better experience than having fewer
angles but a 4K image. Dealing with the
compression and a slightly lower latitude is
really no different than shooting film 15
years ago, when we had much less latitude
on the print than on the neg, and our decisions on set had to take that into account.
What testing did you do?
Metcalfe: I bought a C300 myself,
but the delivery was delayed to the point
where Canon had to loan me one for the

The Darkest Day photos by Susan Plant. Photos and frame grabs courtesy of Lindisfarne Films.

Alexa, I could film the kids without them
ever knowing when we would stop. I could
shoot for 14 minutes straight, and then I
would drop the camera to my knee, we’d
pop in another card, and about 12 seconds
later I’d start another 14-minute card.
That’s a great asset on a film where your
cast are non-actors, because if you stop
[shooting], you might miss the perfect
moments.”
Bolduc did no color correction on
set. A local hire, Divita Wa Lusala, served as
the on-set digital-imaging technician,
downloading data from the cards.
Throughout the shoot, Bolduc used
camera-support handles from Montrealbased Shape that could be adjusted on the
fly. He also sometimes used an EasyRig. “I
would bring the camera really low, almost
to my knees, and have it just hang [from]
the EasyRig. I could frame with the monitor
and have it between my legs or push with
it and walk with it smoothly. I never had it
on my shoulder. I was using it more for an
effect.” The floating shots accomplished
with the EasyRig help express Komona’s
state of mind when she trips on some
hallucinogenic tree sap, a scene that, along
with her ghostly visions, injects moments of
magical realism into the film.
For his part, Nguyen was sold on
the Alexa’s image quality. “In testing, I
thought its image was really amazing,” he
says. “It’s not necessarily about the definition; it’s about the poetry of the image.
There’s something very organic about it.”
In the final grade, carried out in just
over a week at Vision Globale in Montreal,
Nguyen and Bolduc did little image manipulation. “What Nicolas captured on the
cards was already so beautiful,” says the
director. “For me, the color correction was
really about paying tribute to his work on
the set. It wasn’t about transforming it at
all.”
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Skyfall

first week of the shoot, so we ended up
having only half a day of testing before principal photography. My priority was to find
out what the latitude of exposure was — at
what point do we start losing things, and
when we do lose them, is it really ugly or
can it look nice? The other goal was to
establish what ASA rating we could go up
to before we started getting unacceptable
noise. The C300 is unbelievably flexible with
the ASA rating; you can use any ASA you
want on the same memory card. That was
terrific because when the light was diminishing at the end of the day, I was dialing in
fractions of a stop at a time to keep us
going!
What range of ASA ratings did
you work within?
Metcalfe: During the day, I would
run at 850 and use the internal NDs. If I’d
said this five years ago, people would have
laughed, but the upper limit I was happy
shooting with was 3,200. We actually did
one scene at 10,000, and I could see more
on the monitor than I could with my eye,
which was nuts. At lower ASA ratings, the
clipping points are different, so having a
waveform on the camera’s flip-out screen
and being able to see when you’re starting
to lose things while you’re recording is
invaluable.
How was your experience working with stills lenses?
Metcalfe: We mainly worked with
Canon lenses, which focus in the same
direction as cine lenses, but it was still a
nightmare for my poor focus puller, Andy
Trace, because we also had a couple of
Nikons and a Tamron zoom, and they rotate
the wrong way. He continually had to get
into a different mindset to focus in opposite
directions. By the end, he was brilliant at it.
He absolutely shone. The main problem
with stills lenses is that the physical distance
the lens travels from infinity to close focus is
much smaller than on film lenses, so Andy’s
focus pull would sometimes be just 2mm. It
was a definite learning curve, and it’s something I would warn people about, because
precise focus on those lenses is very, very
hard.
Did you allocate different lenses
to specific themes or sections in the
story?
Metcalfe: We didn’t want it to be a

Top: The
mysterious
Aethulwulf (Mark
Lewis Jones), a
member of the
Warriors of the
Enduring
Kingdom, is
sworn to protect
the Gospels.
Middle and
bottom: The
Canon C300 puts
the viewer in the
middle of handto-hand combat
between
Aethulwulf and
Yngvarr (Paul
Jibson).
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film that just alternated between walking
and fighting. We wanted to introduce a
level of poetry to the traveling images by
creating layers between the audience and
the characters. One way we did this was to
use Canon lenses that dated back to the
1970s for these sections. Because the characters are walking through trees and long
grass, there are lots of uprights, and the
older lenses deal with those edges
differently, giving a slightly less real look.
Another thing we did was to shoot through
pieces of glass to create a layered, textured
image that took us even further away from
realism. Traveling is often a time of introspection, and introducing some abstraction
reflected the mental shifts the characters
were experiencing. We used anything that
refracted light in an interesting way, things
like cuboid pieces of glass and even drinking
glasses. The overall idea was to create a
mood piece, so although there are action
scenes, the pace of other parts is quite slow
and reflective.
What was your approach to the
fight scenes?
Metcalfe: We really wanted to put
the viewer in the middle of the fights, and
the C300 was great for that. There was one
shot I wanted to get with the camera on the
hilt of a sword and the macro lens shifting
focus up and down the blade as it swings. I
simply put my arms around the actor and
followed him as he moved, which I couldn’t

After an attack on
their monastery, the
young monk
Hereward (Marc
Pickering, top left)
and his master,
Athelstan
(Christopher
Goodwin), flee from
Viking marauders.
Bottom: The crew
frames the action
with the C300.
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Cinematographer Alex Metcalfe lines up a
high-angle shot in the trees.

have done with a bigger camera. I pulled my
own focus for the fight scenes, and Andy
acted as B-camera operator with a Canon
[EOS] 7D, looking for details on a longer

lens. Going handheld and doing unusual
things with the focus and composition
made sense for the fights because it created
moments of confusion, which is what it
would be like in a dirty fight.
You said you had no movie
lights at all. How did you make that
work?
Metcalfe: This was a fairly tribal and
lawless period in British history, and presenting that world with lots of saturated colors
just didn’t make sense. So, Chris and I
decided to banish direct sunlight from the
film. Then, of course, we had to shoot
through three weeks of what was possibly
the sunniest winter in the history of Wales!
I had no sparks [electricians] at all, so I
bought a load of off-white canvas sheets,
and we put eyelets in them. Our production
designer knew a group of professional
climbers, and they would come in and go
up trees to rig these canvases. We were in
forests a lot of the time, so there was almost
always something to rig them to. The sheets
allowed us to take the light off the actors,
but, of course, the background then

became overexposed, so we had to be very
careful about where we set scenes.
So it became an exercise in
controlling the ambient light?
Metcalfe: ‘Negative fill’ was a
watchword, which I think is becoming more
common with the sensitivity of today’s
digital cameras. I had to be careful even
with that, though, because we didn’t have
an enormous post budget, and I knew I
wouldn’t be able to sit in a grading suite
removing reflections of blacks and flags
from the actors’ eyes. I had to be conscious
all the time of what was reflected in their
eyes, and if I could see something, I had to
decide if that was more off-putting than
having a flatter image. It was a continual
balance.
Tell us about the image workflow.
Metcalfe: The data file itself is in
the MXF format, which goes straight into
Final Cut Pro or Avid. Our day’s rushes
would be synced overnight and then given
to us on DVDs to view the next day. For editing, the rushes were converted to ProRes
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[120mb/s] files, which are lossless because
the originals are already compressed at
50mb/s. Chris and I would sit down at night
to view the rushes over a glass of wine and
discuss how things were going; this close
collaboration with him was a wonderful
experience. The ASA decisions I was making
on set and the grain were burned into the
image, and I treated color balance the same
way because I knew we wouldn’t have long
in the grade. I adjusted the color balance
quite carefully for pretty much every scene.
What was the focus of your
work in the final grade?
Metcalfe: After sorting through
various complications, we graded in Final
Cut Color using the converted ProRes files.
Our focus was to emphasize the savagery of
this period in history by desaturating the
image but holding in the reds, so that
wounds feel real but the world feels cold
and foreboding. We also graded individual
sections within montages differently to
suggest that characters were moving in
place and time. Grading in the director’s
house is not ideal, but, in fact, there was

A frame grab reveals Hereward in distress.

only so far we could go because so much
had been created in-camera. And, fortunately, Chris is very much a visual director, so
I really enjoyed working with him. In fact, all
of the department heads were outstanding.
I don’t know how this group of people
came together on this budget, but it was a
great experience!
●

TECHNICAL SPECS
2.40:1
Digital Capture
Canon EOS C300
Canon, Tamron and Nikon lenses
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